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Our software has been extensively tested by our own operators, instructors, and even the prospective customers. Simlogs Replica Controls are the manufacturer in the sales business. They are a long time industry leader in interface design, training and assessment for heavy
equipment. Training is the heart of Simlogs business, and personally being able to show up the task at hand to an operator is the best training tool we know. We are happy to add a touch of valuable hands-on experience for anyone considering this valuable training tool.

Simlogs is the only manufacturer of personal simulator products offering a training configuration of our own. We can give you several hours of hands-on experience with a brand new set-up for the price of a 1-hour session with a 2nd-hand simulator. In addition to the Loader,
Backhoe and Skid Steer Loader, Simlog offers virtual training for their other equipment with their new Commercial Simulator, the Manilla forklift. All of these simulators together offer more than 100 hours of virtual training for the following categories of equipment: Vehicles
Machines Tools Machine parts Field equipment Travel and transportation All Simlog simulators are delivered complete with the relevant equipment, tools and required equipment for student training. The simulator is delivered on a truck or lowboy trailer, or delivered on a

pallet by road; on the delivery date, you have the option of unloading the simulator, and using it onsite, or shipping it to your facility.
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Simlog also offers a specialist course (each is offered at different times of the year) which covers all aspects of real hydraulic excavator operation: Safety training Excavator operation - digging Excavator operation - tunnel work Excavator operation - bearing construction Fluid
system operation Control panel operation Simulator environment operation Users of Simlog’s software will want to add the optional “Replica Controller” pedal set to the PC that is running the software. The Replica Controller gives an unlimited amount of virtual reality
experience to a trainee who has never driven a real excavator, providing an excellent method for driver education. Simlogs new Bulldozer Personal Simulator puts you at the controls of a large bulldozer at work in a typical construction site. The simulation gives you

experience, with no cost and no risk. Just pick the level and push the button to get started. Use as many of the controls as you need to familiarize yourself with the operation of the bulldozer, and then try to keep your cool while facing increasingly more challenging situations.
For a detailed review of the 7 modules visit http://www.simlogs.com/sim_products_bulldozer.php . Real affordability, thats how Simlog sets the standard in cost-effective simulation. The fact is, training with our Personal Simulator is a fraction of the cost of training with a real
bulldozer, especially considering that even small accidents due to operator inexperience can mean thousands of dollars in replacement parts and downtime. And the purchase of the simulation software license is a one time fee, to keep the total cost of ownership as low as
possible, with no restrictions on the number of people that you can train. Its very common for operators to get burned out due to spending hours each day in the cab watching rather than doing, but with Simlogs Personal Simulators, that experience and realism make its

hands on experience come alive! 5ec8ef588b
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